CUSTOM MANUAL TURNTABLES DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO YOUR REQUIRED SPECIFICATION

Simple and easy to operate
Remove time lost during part loading / unloading
Weld larger products on multiple sides
No advanced programming required

Designed and manufactured for a Universal Robot Welding Cell, our manual turntables are capable of supporting and turning up to a 1000kg payload.

The turntable is operator released using a push button, the table top is spun by hand before automatically locking into place.

Induction sensors are used to allow the robot to detect if the table is locked in station, and which of the two available stations is in use.

MANUAL TURNTABLE WITH THE OLYMPUS UR WELDING SYSTEM

Olympus Technologies has developed a unique Universal Robot Welding System that can be deployed easily and flexibly in existing manual welding booths, eliminating the need for costly new robotic cells. The application is capable of providing an economical and high-quality robotic welding solution, perfect for simple and repetitive welding processes.

A manual turntable is the perfect addition to the Olympus UR welding system when the product is larger or requires welding on multiple sides.

CONTACT US

For more details call us on 01484 514513 or email info@olympustechnologies.co.uk.